


Plaxury is a brand that has been created to provide customers with a 
one-of-a-kind and sophisticated furniture experience. Plaxury is paving the 
way and reviving the use of high-value and standard-aesthetic furniture.

Plaxury's products are researched and developed using cutting-edge, 
automated technology. Each product is the result of engineering, scientific, 
and anthropometric studies. Plaxury is not only European in design, but it is 
also compatible with Asian needs and habits. Each product will be a distinct 
lifestyle experience, creating the most eye-catching point in the space you 
wish to enjoy.

Plaxury is committed to satisfying customers with criteria such as beautiful 
design, a variety of models and colors, durability, safety, and convenience, 
with the motto of bringing customers products with high durability, aesthetic 
value, and optimizing space. Furthermore, Plaxury offers a warranty policy 
as well as after-sales service throughout the customer's journey with Plaxury.
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The LINE high-end chair is modern and simple 
with delicate lines.
The design is based on anthropometric 
research in order to create a posture that 
allows people to sit completely relaxed while 
enjoying their living space.
- The chair's armrests give a sense of firmness 
and certainty.
- Elegant, minimalist design.
- Beautiful, modern colors.
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Optimization 
of space



The LINE high-end chair is modern and simple 
with delicate lines.
The design is based on anthropometric 
research in order to create a posture that 
allows people to sit completely relaxed while 
enjoying their living space.
- Elegant, minimalist design.
- Beautiful, modern colors.
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Powerful and Liberated



The LEXO chair, with its modern and stylish 
design, adds comfort and trendy beauty to 
your space.
LEXO chair, inspired by sophistication and 
compactness, will satisfy the most demand-
ing guests.
- Trendy colors.
- Elegant design with gentle lines.
- Maximum efficiency, portability, and space 
saving.
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Relaxing and Cozy 



The PAVO chair's soft contoured design evokes 
images of magnificently spreading peacock tails. 
The chair has a moderate inclination and solid legs, 
giving it a noble elegance without being 
extravagant.
The wide backrest provides an embracing feeling, 
allowing people to sit comfortably and immerse 
themselves in relaxation.
Luxury and modern design.
Product quality is ensured by exceptional technical 
characteristics.
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BAMBOO chairs, with a classic design that is in line with modern interior trends, 
will be an excellent choice for luxurious ceremony and banquet spaces... or use 
it as a set of dining tables and chairs, or garden chairs for your family.



WhiteGreen Cream Grey

Enhance
Living space
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The LOLA chair is the perfect combination of function and 
aesthetics, with a minimalist design and magical curves. The 
subtle deflection of the backrest and seat creates a very 
comfortable feeling.

LOLA chairs bring modern trends  into the living space.
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Luxury & Modern



The Nido chair is the product of a combination of rustic 
design and the sophisticated curves of the body and seat.
The back of the chair is designed with an arc that hugs the 
back to help create a comfortable feeling when sitting in 
a reclining position.
The legs of the chair are made from powder-coated iron 
(or INOX) with anti-slip buttons that feel solid and safe 
when sitting, while avoiding scratching the floor surface.



Youthful & fashionable
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Because of their eye-catching wavy wave-shaped design, 
ISI chairs are frequently used in young and dynamic spaces.
Besides that, the straight backrest offers stability when sitting. The 
chair's legs are made of durable powder-coated iron (or INOX), 
and it has a non-slip button to help the occupants fix their 
position while avoiding scratching the floor surface when 
moving.



Classy and elegant
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PISA chair – a product that combines both aesthetic and 
technical aspects. The hugging backrest and tilting legs 
design allows people to sit comfortably and relax. Chairs are 
used in a range of locations, including restaurants, hotels, 
cafes, and gardens.
- Exquisite plastic-on-stainless-steel combination
- Sturdy and solid design
- Vibrant, long-lasting colors
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Enhance the standard of style



The KYRA chair is made of delicate curves and has a 
low back that forms an encircling arc, allowing people 
to rest their arms and relax naturally.
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/ RATTAN



A new version for the combination of plastic and 
stainless steel – "Rattan" chair, as the names indicate, the 
chair exudes rustic but also modern.
High chair legs, slightly hugging backrest, creating a 
comfortable feeling for people to rest and relax.
Chairs can be found in homes, gardens, cafes, restau-
rants, and hotels...








